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INTRODUCTION 

Ramanagara is famous as the place where the movie "Sholay" was shot. It was called Ramgarh 

in the movie.  It is also famous for the "Mysore Pak Hotel" - Hotel Shri Janardhan. This hotel 

started way back in 1920s is famous for its Ghee Mysore Pak. The hotel is located just some 

half a Km from the station and half a KM from the bus stand. 

The hotel is open from 7:30 am to 9:30 pm.  

HISTORY 

Mr. Prashanth is the owner of Janardhana Mysorepak Hotel in Ramanagara.  He belongs to 

third Generation.  Founder of This Hotel is H.S. Janardhanaiah (1896-1960).  Second 

generation is Parameshwaraiah.  Mr. Prashanth’s grandfather H.S. Janardhanaiah, migrated 

from South Canara (Dakshina Kannada District) to Mandya and later on to Ramanagara District 

and started this hotel business since 1926.   

 

 

 

DELICIOUS MYSOREPAK OF JANARDHAN HOTEL, RAMANAGARA 



 

 

Mr. PRASHANTH AND HIS WIFE GAYATHRI WITH FRESH AND  

TASTY MYSOREPAK IN BRONZE VESSEL 

 

MYSOREPAK HOTEL, RAMANAGARA 

A typical south-Indian breakfast ends with filter coffee or tea, the one at Janardhana Hotel in 

Ramanagara ends with a ‘Mysore Pak’ – locals, hotel staff, regular patrons belovedly call it the 

‘Mysore Pak Hotel’. 

 

Located inside Ramanagara, a bustling town on the way to Mysore from Bangalore is popular 

among rock-climbers and wildlife enthusiasts – Hotel Shri Janardhan has been serving 

delicious food (breakfast + lunch + dinner) since 1926 – but its claim to fame has been ‘Mysore 

Pak’  This hotel was opened 95 years ago.   

 



Mysore Pak is a super delicious sweet of Mysore, which requires mainly three things besan, 

ghee, and sugar. 

 

 

JANARDHANA HOTEL MYSOREPAK, MAIN ROAD, RAMANAGARA 

 

Mysore pak was first prepared in the kitchens of the Mysore Palace during the regime of 

Krishna Raja Wadiyar IV, by a palace cook named Kakasura Madappa.Madappa made a 

concoction of gram flour, ghee and sugar. When asked its name, Madappa had nothing in mind, 

simply called it the Mysuru paka. Pak (or paka, more precisely) in Kannada means ‘sweet’.      

It is traditionally served in weddings and other festivals of southern India, and is very popular 

in baby showers as well.  One kg of Mysorepak costs Rs. 880 as on today.   



 

 

STUDENTS GETTING DETAILS FROM Mr. PRASHANTH, OWNER, 

JANARDHANA HOTEL, MAIN ROAD, RAMANAGARA 

 

Paaka shastra (short paka) in Kannada means ‘cooking procedure’ or ‘cooking techniques’. 

Also paka in Kannada refers to sticky sugar syrup obtained by simmering sugar with equal 

amount of water; specifically for Mysore pak, the simple syrup is heated to the soft ball stage. 

The syrup is used as the primary sweetening agent in various Indian sweet dishes like Jalebi, 

Badam puri, Mysore pak and others. The syrup is flavored with various spice essences like 

cardamom, rose, honey etc. Paka syrup preparation is a skilled art mastered by few cooks, some 

of whom keep their methods secret. 

 

MYSORE PAK -  KAKASURA MADAPPA’S ENDURING LEGACY 

The real deal. It is a hint of turmeric that does the trick, says Nataraj one of the customer. 

Kakasura Madappa is one of those legends you will hear about in Mysuru. Madappa, who 

cooked for the kings of Mysore, is credited with inventing the Mysore Pak about a century ago. 



There are some who dispute this theory, suggesting that this sweet has its roots in Ramnagara 

on the Bengaluru-Mysuru highway where Sholay was filmed in the 1970s, and then there’s 

Janardhana Hotel (locals call it the Mysore Pak Hotel) that has been a popular pit-stop for 

travellers on this busy road. Just three ingredients – chickpea flour, sugar and ghee (in a 1:2:3 

ratio) come together to create an iconic sweet that is slightly hard on the outside and yet 

crumbles when you pop it into your mouth. Paka is the local name for sugar syrup; hence the 

name Mysore Pak. 

Mysore Pak is made from Gram flour (Besan), Ghee, Sugar and Water. It is commonly used 

in Southern India. Other ingredients that may or may not be used are Baking 

soda and Cardamom. 

INGREDIENTS 

 1 ¼ cups sugar (200 to 210 grams) 

 100 grams besan (gram flour) 

 1 cup ghee 

 ½ cup of water 

PREPARATION 

1. Firstly take all the 3 ingredients, sugar, besan, and ghee. 

2. Sieve the besan once or twice to clean it and remove any dust particles. 

3. Now take a pan and grease it with some ghee.   

MAKING MYSORE PAK 

1. Now put sugar in a heavy thick bottomed Kadai. 

2. Add water to the sugar. 

3. On a medium-low flame, heat the sugar syrup. 

4. Keep stirring so that the sugar dissolves. 

5. Meanwhile, take ghee in another pan on a low flame, let it melt. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gram_flour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sugar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baking_soda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baking_soda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cardamom


6. The ghee should hot when we add it to the besan mixture. 

7. Let the sugar solution boil, and then add besan to it. 

8. Stir the besan briskly with a wire whisk so that it dissolves with the sugar solution. 

9. Now, add ghee in parts. First, add a ladle full of ghee. You will observe a lot of 

bubbles and frothing in the besan mixture. 

10. The moment you add ghee, mix it with the besan with the help of a spoon or spatula. 

11. Keep the flame medium-low or medium. 

12. Mix really well. 

13. All the ghee will be absorbed well first, and you will notice a smooth molten besan 

mixture. Now, with non-stop stirring, cook the besan mixture on a medium-low 

flame. 

14. The mixture will soon start to leave the sides of the kadhai or pan. 

15. When the mixture comes together, continue the stirring and scraping. 

16. When you start to see many small bubbles and holes in the mixture, then take off 

the pan of the stove. 

17. Quickly tilt the Kadai and pour the whole mixture into the pan. 

18. Level it with a spatula. 

19. Let the Mysore Pak mixture become warm or cool down. 

20. Once warm or cooled down, then just keep the mixture on a chopping board or tray 

or plate. Tap the sides and the bottom of the pan. The Mysore Pak block falls off 

easily. 

21. Slice the Mysore Pak into rectangular or square pieces however you want it to be. 

22. Store in an air-tight container. It stays good for about a week to ten days at room 

temperature. 



 

FAST MOVING MYSOREPAK FROM JANARDHANA HOTEL,  

MAIN ROAD, RAMANAGARA 

 

ATTRIBUTES 

 Shape: Mysore pak is cut into cubes or cuboids. 

 Texture: Hard and porous when made with less ghee, soft and dense when made with 

generous amount of ghee. Moisture from the sugar syrup escapes as steam through the 

greased gram-flour rendering Mysore pak porous. Excess ghee, if any, may fill in such 

pores rendering it dense. 

 Color: Yellow to light brown due to gram flour (roasted). 

 Shelf life: Very little water is used in the preparation, so it can stay fresh in a cool and 

dry place, but it should be used within one month only. 

 

 

 



CUSTOMER REVIEWS ON MYSOREPAK HOTEL 

 

Review №1 

This looks like a humble hotel, but specialise in Mysorepak a delicacy famous in this part of 

the world. This sweet is made from Besan and Sugar with appropriate amount of Ghee. This 

sweet can be consumed hot as well in normal room temperature, but there is huge difference in 

taste. This place prepares smaller quantity and keeps Mysorepak for sale at the counter, they 

get lot of travellers on Mysore-Bangalore highway sneaking in to buy fresh & hot mysorepak 

from this hotel on a busy lane. There is no parking facility anyway near the hotel, you are at 

the mercy of the busy traffic on the important town road. But the Taste and Freshness is worth 

all the pain you take in picking this sweet.  Every day they run multiple batches of Mysorepak 

and serve fresh and hot to customers. Each time the taste and consistency remains intact. The 

Ghee is in good quantity which makes this sweet special. 

 

Review №2 

MUST TRY...!!! One of the finest place for Mysorepak. It is very old and reputed shop. It melts 

exactly like a cotton candy with a blast of flavour and taste in your mouth. It will be open till 

9pm and the only drawback is there is NO PLACE FOR PARKING AT ALL for a 4 wheeler. 

Its very busy road and also there is no card facilities.  

 

Review №3 

Mouth melting Mysore Pak, a very old establishment. Well known with their sweets. Though 

the sweets are expensive, the moment you place the spoonful of that Mysore Pak. You realise 

why the price is expensive compared to the other sweet merchants. This is entirely a different 

texture from the others 

 

Review №4 

Nice location for the sweet toothed, amazing taste of the Mysore Pak, tastes heavenly when 

had freshly. One of the best prepared Mysore Pak in entire south India. 

 

 

 



Review №5 

If u get any chance to eat that kaday Mysore pak especially please buy 1 kg or more. You will 

never be satisfied with one or two bites, halwa though made by some goddess I guess. How on 

earth such taste of sweets exist god knows. This is the best Mysore pak I ever ate. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Mysorepak is a delicious sweet for everyone.  This is a fast moving item in Janardhana Hotel, 

Ramanagara.  People from different districts throng into this hotel to purchase hot Mysorepak.  

Many of them stand in the queue for about 30 to 45 minutes.  It is fresh and very tasty.  This 

hotel is preparing Mysorepak since 1926 as a legacy from forefathers of Mr. Prashanth, owner 

of the hotel.  Same taste and ingredients being followed as followed in 1926.  

  

We thank our Principal, Prof. Muddeeraiah, and HOD of Commerce, Prof. Chandrappa. M 

and Sri Krishna C.P, Assistant Professor of Commerce for giving us this excellent opportunity 

of field visit to improve our knowledge. 

 

We whole-heartedly thank Mr. Prashanth and his wife Gayathri, who belongs to third 

generation of H.S. Janardhanaiah family, for giving us the required details of field visit and 

for spending their valuable time with us during our visit. 
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